Navigating complexity in team-based clinical settings.
Educators must prepare learners to navigate the complexities of clinical care. Training programmes have, however, traditionally prioritised teaching around the biomedical and the technical, not the socio-relational or systems issues that create complexity. If we are to transform medical education to meet the demands of 21st century practice, we need to understand how clinicians perceive and respond to complex situations. Constructivist grounded theory informed data collection and analysis; during semi-structured interviews, we used rich pictures to elicit team members' perspectives about clinical complexity in neurology and in the intensive care unit. We identified themes through constant comparative analysis. Routine care became complex when the prognosis was unknown, when treatment was either non-existent or had been exhausted or when being patient and family centred challenged a system's capabilities, or participants' training or professional scope of practice. When faced with complexity, participants reported that care shifted from relying on medical expertise to engaging in advocacy. Some physician participants, however, either did not recognise their care as advocacy or perceived it as outside their scope of practice. In turn, advocacy was often delegated to others. Our research illuminates how expert clinicians manoeuvre moments of complexity; specifically, navigating complexity may rely on mastering health advocacy. Our results suggest that advocacy is often negotiated or collectively enacted in team settings, often with input from patients and families. In order to prepare learners to navigate complexity, we suggest that programmes situate advocacy training in complex clinical encounters, encourage reflection and engage non-physician team members in advocacy training.